Introduction 41
To find better behavioural options in foraging, mate choice, nest search, etc., group 42 living animals can benefit from asocial information-gathering strategy (e.g., 7 right box by pressing the 'left' or 'right' key (respectively) on a keyboard with their 143 right hand. Participants had a maximum of 2 seconds to make their choices (decision 144 interval): If no choice was made during the decision interval, a 'TIME OUT' message 145 appeared in the centre of the screen for 2.5 seconds to signal a missed round 146 (average number of missed rounds per participant was 0.44 out of 80 rounds in the 147 'first solitary task', 0.52 out of 180 rounds in the 'paired task', and 0.15 out of 80 148 rounds in the 'second solitary task'). If participants responded within 2 seconds, the 149 frame of the chosen option turned to be bold for 1.5 + (2 -response time) seconds 150 so as to confirm their choice, followed by a 1-second display of earned points in the 151 chosen box. After showing the rewards (or showing 'TIME OUT'), i.e., after 4.5 152 seconds from the outset of the decision interval, the next round started with a 153 crossbar.
154
Each option yielded random points (50 points = 1 JPY) from a normal probability 155 distribution unique to each box, rounded up to the next integer, or truncated to zero if 156 it would have been a negative value (although this never happened). The mean 8 for the paired task as a between-pair design, randomly assigned for each pair (Online 170 Supporting Material Figure S2 ).
171
The computer-based task was constructed using Python with PsychoPy package 172 (Peirce, 2007 (Peirce, , 2009 with Tobii SDK 3.0 for Python. Python code used for the task is 173 available from the corresponding author. Further details of the settings of each task 174 are available in Online Supporting Material S1-1. 
185
When choosing one, the frame of the chosen option turned to be bold. Up to 3.5 186 seconds later, the number of payoff points earned was revealed to the participant 187 (120 points in this example). After a further second, the next round started with a 
205
Participants remained strictly anonymous to each other throughout the experiment.
206
A single experimental session was composed of three tasks: (1) first solitary task, (2) 207 paired task, and (3) second solitary task. Although participants were informed that 208 there would be three tasks in total, they did not know any details of each task until 209 reading the instruction about the next task during the 5-minute break between the 210 tasks. The three tasks differed in both the mean payoffs of slots and their changing 211 pattern over time (see Online Supporting Material S1-1 for details). Furthermore, only 212 in the paired task were participants able to see social information-the other 213 participant's choice made in the preceding round-in addition to their own preceding 214 choice ( Figure 1c ). They were explicitly informed that both participants played the 215 identical task so that they were able to understand that the social information could 216 be informative. The session lasted for about 70 minutes in total.
217

2-4 Acquisition and processing of gaze data 218
We recorded each participant's gaze movement during the task at 300 Hz using Tobii 219 TX300 eye trackers connected to 23-inch monitors (Tobii Technology, Stockholm, 220 Sweden). Participants were seated with their head positioned on a chinrest, 70 cm in 221 front of the screen. Before each task, the calibration of the eye-tracker was validated 222 with five fixation points and re-calibrated if needed.
11
We used Tobii's default setting of noise reduction and fixation classification to 224 process the gaze data. Because we were interested in participants' information use 225 before making each decision, we focused upon the gaze positions in the 1-second 226 time window before each choice was made. Note that, because there was a 1-227 second interval between rounds, the 1-second time window did not include gaze 228 positions in the previous round. The fixation positions of gazes were classified into 229 the following five categories: gazing-at-social-information, gazing-at-own-preceding-230 choice, gazing-at-the-left-box, gazing-at-the-right-box, and others (see Online
231
Supporting Material S1-2 for the gaze data processing). All eye-tracking data and participant interacted with only one anonymous peer without seeing the peer's 261 earned payoff, we could not consider any 'frequency based' strategies (e.g., copy the 262 majority) and 'model based' strategies (e.g., copy the prestigious individual or payoff-263 based copying) (Rendell et al., 2011) . We fitted each of the models to each 264 participant's choice data individually.
265
All models have the same updating rule for Q-values, called the Rescorla-Wagner 266 rule. Q-value for the left option is updated as follows: 
280
The Q-values were transformed into the choice probability in different ways between 281 the four models, shown as follows.
282
2-6-1 Asocial learning model (AL)
283
In the asocial learning model, the probability of choosing the left option in round + 1 284 is given by the following softmax rule:
where ( > 0 ) is a parameter that measures the influence of the difference 286 between Q-values on choice ('temperature' parameter). As → ∞ , choice is 287 completely random (i.e., !!!,! = 1 2; highly explorative). As → 0, choice becomes 288 deterministic, in favour of the option with the higher Q-value (i.e., highly exploitative).
289
Therefore, regulates the individual's asocial exploration tendency.
290
This asocial learning model was also used in the last subsection (section 2-5) to 291 estimate the exploration tendencies in the solitary tasks. 
293
Next we considered unconditional/unselective copying, the simplest case of social 294 information use (Laland, 2004) . The individuals copied the other participant's choice 295 14 at the fixed rate (0 ≤ ≤ 1), otherwise their decisions were determined by the 296 softmax rule (Eq. 2). In the case that the peer chose the left option in round , the 297 focal participant's probability of choosing the left option at round + 1 is given by:
whereas when the peer chose the right option in round , the participant's probability 299 of choosing the left option at round + 1 is given by:
.
(Eq.3-2) When = 1 , the individuals always copy the peer's choice. When = 0 , the 301 individuals rely only on asocial learning. We assumed that the individuals also relied 302 only on the asocial learning rule when the peer missed the preceding round (i.e.,
303
when no choice was made by the peer).
304
2-6-3 Copy-when-uncertain model (CWU)
305
A number of studies have suggested that animals are selective in timing to use social 306 information, depending on the degree of uncertainty that they are experiencing (e.g.,
307
Coolen et al., 2003; Galef, 2009; van Bergen et al., 2004) . To quantify the uncertainty 308 level concerning which of the two slots is more rewarding at a given round, we used 309 absolute difference in Q-values: The closer the Q-values between the two options, 310 the higher the uncertainty. In the copy-when-uncertain model, when the peer chose 311 the left option in round , the focal participant's choice probability for the left option at 312 + 1 is given by:
whereas when the peer chose the right option in round ,
is a parameter that determines the upper limit of copying probability,
316
and ! (i.e., information entropy, 0 ≤ ! ≤ 1) determines the actual copying rate at 317 round , where ∈ , . When both Q-values are equal ( ! = ! ), the uncertainty 318 becomes max ( = 1), leading the copying probability to be maximal (i.e., the 319 individual copies the peer at the probability when uncertainty is the highest). As the 320 difference between Q-values becomes larger, approaches to 0, with the result that 321 the choice is mostly determined by the asocial learning. We also considered the case that the choices are made randomly at fixed rate 324 regardless of the Q-values, so as to verify that the participants did not behave just 325 randomly in the experiment. The choice probability for the left option is always a fixed 326 rate (0 ≤ ≤ 1); hence, the probability of choosing the right option is 1 − . 
337
Online Supporting Material S1-5).
338
2-8 The relation between gaze movement and learning strategy 339
We examined the gaze movement so as to confirm the participants' information use 340 during the paired task. We focused on 'gazing-at-social-information before choice' 
351
We considered the asocial exploration tendency (frequency of explorative choices in 352 the first solitary task), asocial learning performance (average payoff earned per 353 choice in the first solitary task), and possible 2-way interactions as fixed effects.
354
Model selection was done based on each AIC value (Online Supporting Material S1-355 7).
357
Results 358
3-1 Individual consistency in the asocial exploration tendency 359
The frequency of explorative choices in the first solitary task was positively correlated 360 with that in the second solitary task (r = 0.58, p < 0.001; Figure 2 ). This result 361 indicates that participants exhibited a stable asocial exploration tendency across the 
377
Focusing on each individual's probabilities for each model, the BMS revealed that 32 378 participants were most likely to have adopted AL, while the remaining 16 participants 379 were most likely to have adopted CWU (Figure 3b ). No individuals were most likely to 380 have used UNC or Random. We hereafter call the former 32 individuals 'asocial 381 learners' and the latter 16 individuals 'social learners' for simplicity. We also checked 382 each model's AIC values for each participant and confirmed that the result was not 383 qualitatively changed (although three participants were most likely to have adopted 384 the UNC model instead; see Online Supporting Material S2-2 and Figure S6 ).
385 Table 1 shows means (± 1 SDs) of best-fitted parameters for asocial and social 386 learners. The mean value of (i.e., maximum copying probability) for social learners 387 (CWU) was 0.162 (± 0.072), which means that, when uncertainty level was max (i.e.,
388
setting ! = ! so that = 1 and exp ! exp ! = 0.5, see Eq. 4), there 389 was about 58% chance of choosing the same option as chosen by the other 390 participant in the preceding round. Note that asocial learners should choose 391 whichever option by 50% chance (i.e., randomly) when they have the maximum 392 uncertainty. Therefore, there was at most 8% increase in the probability of "copying 393 others' choice" by social learners as compared to asocial learners. Together with the 394 smaller frequency of social learners (N = 16) than asocial learners (N = 32), we will 395 revisit this rarity of social learning in Discussion.
396
19 397 
3-4 The relation between gaze movement and learning strategy 423
The result of BMS could be argued as an artefact of the limited number of models 424 considered. To confirm that estimated 'social learners' actually saw the social 425 information, we also examined the participants' gaze patterns. We used the 
432
However, the fixed effect of learning strategy itself was not significant (coefficient
433
[odds ratio] = -0.65 [0.52], p = 0.37). The confidence intervals are shown in Online
434
Supporting Table S2 .
435
The significant negative effect of uncertainty suggests that the participants tended 436 not to look at the social information when uncertainty (here defined as the closeness 437 of the two options in terms of Q-values) was high. However, the significant positive 438 interaction between uncertainty and learning strategies suggests that, when 439 uncertainty was high, the social learners tended to look at the social information more 440 frequently than asocial learners. This interaction effect is thus consistent with the 441 behavioural-choice pattern predicted by the CWU model as compared to the AL 442 model.
443
3-5 The relation between asocial exploration tendency and social learning strategy 444
Our results showed that (1) there were consistent individual differences in asocial 445 exploration tendency across the two solitary tasks and that (2) use of social learning 446 was heterogeneous between individuals. Given this, we finally examined whether the 447 asocial exploration tendency in the solitary task might predict the use of social 448 learning strategy in the paired task. We analysed a binomial GLMM that predicts the 449 use of social learning strategy in the paired task (Online Supporting Material S1-7).
450
The selected GLMM contains both fixed effects of exploration frequency at the first 451 solitary task and performance at the first solitary task. However, none of them were at the scatter plots (Online Supporting Material Figure S8 ) rather than just 456 considering p-values of the GLMM parameters, however, the average performance of 457 the social learners in the first solitary task was not higher than the expected 458 performance from completely random choices (Student's t-test: t 15 = 0.64, p = 0.53),
459
while that of asocial learners was better than the chance-level (Students' t-test: t 31 = 460 6.15, p < 0.001; Figure S8a ). It might suggest that the asocial learning performance 461 in the first solitary task has a negative effect on the use of social learning in the 462 paired task. On the other hand, the frequencies of explorations in the first solitary 463 task were not different between asocial and social learners ( Figure S9 ).
465
Discussion 466
In this study, we investigated human search strategies in the asocial/social 2-armed 467 bandit tasks, respectively, and tested whether the individual differences in asocial 468 exploration tendency in isolated settings might predict the use of social learning in 469 group settings.
470
Across the first and second solitary tasks, our results showed the consistent 471 individual differences in asocial exploration tendency ( Figure 2 ). Since participants 472 were not informed how the environmental change would occur in advance, it was 473 virtually impossible for them to calculate the optimal exploration schedule (Gittins et 474 al., 2011). Therefore, individual differences in calculation abilities are unlikely to 475 explain this individual variation. Instead, it is known that human exploration tendency 476 in a learning/decision task may be dependent on dopaminergic functions in the 477 prefrontal cortical region of the brain (Daw et al., 2006; Frank et al., 2009) , which is 478 associated with tracking informational uncertainty (Yoshida and Ishii, 2006) . Sensing 479 decision uncertainty accurately is important in deciding when to explore in multi-480 23 armed bandit problems (Cohen et al., 2007) . The individual differences in asocial 481 exploration tendency shown in our result may be related to such individual 482 differences in neural activity for sensing uncertainty, although we did not investigate 483 direct neural mechanisms here.
484
and what kind of distribution payoff was generated from (i.e., 'structural uncertainty' 507 or ambiguity) (Cohen et al., 2007; Payzan-LeNestour and Bossaerts, 2011; Payzan- 508 LeNestour et al., 2013) . Further study is needed to investigate how those different 509 types of uncertainty may affect the timing of social information use.
510
Technically, we used AIC as an approximation to the log-evidence for the Bayesian
511
Model Selection (see Online Supporting Method). Compared to other forms of 512 calculation (e.g., Free Energy approximation), AIC tends to prefer complex models 513 because of the weak penalty for having more parameters (Penny, 2012; Stephan et 514 al., 2009) . It might thus have caused over-estimation of the frequency of social 515 learners because our social learning models have more parameters than do asocial 516 models. Nevertheless, the gaze movement patterns were consistent with the 517 behavioural-choice pattern from the BMS result-individuals categorised as copy-518 when-uncertain learners saw the social information more often than asocial learning 519 individuals when they faced high uncertainty (Result 3-4). Importantly, the BMS only 520 considered the behavioural (i.e., choice) data, which was measured independently 521 from the eye-tracking. Therefore, the result confirmed that we successfully captured 522 the significant pattern of individual differences in learning strategies.
523
Although evolutionary theory generally tends to suggest heavy reliance on social 524 learning in a broader range of situations (Rendell et al., 2011) , only one-third of 525 participants seemed to have used social information in our experiment. In addition to 526 the low prevalence of social learners among participants, the maximum copying 527 probability of social learners was also low (at most 8% higher than that of asocial 528 learners). This rarity of social learning might be because social learning was not so 529 useful in the paired task (Result 3-3). Social information is useful if and only if others' 530 behaviours can filter better options (Rendell et al., 2010) . In our paired task, however,
531
there was only one other individual playing the same task. Thus, the filtering effect 532 25 from social learning was minimal. Also, there might be no 'worth-copying' peer (e.g., 533 expert or veteran) because both participants started the task at the same time: When 534 a focal participant was naïve to the task, so was the other participant. Therefore, 535 information about the peer's choice might not be so accurate compared to the own 536 (asocial) learning experiences. Additionally, a recent empirical study suggests that 537 the reliance on social information becomes stronger as the number of choice options 538 increases (Muthukrishuna et al., 2015) . Having only two options, therefore, our 539 current study might underestimate the potential use of social learning. Further studies 540 are needed to investigate whether social information use may change with group size 541 and/or number of options.
542
We also explored the possible associations between behaviour in the solitary task 543 and social learning in the paired task. Different from the previous empirical findings 544 about non-human animals, we found no relation between asocial exploration 545 tendency and the reliance on social learning. One possible reason for this difference 546 might come from the inconsistent definition of 'exploration' in the previous literature.
547
As described in Introduction, asocial exploration tendency has often been 548 confounded with other personality traits that could relate to more general asocial 549 learning ability (Réale et al., 2007) . Better asocial learners may show less social 550 information use because they possess more accurate private information (e.g.,
551
Kurvers et al., 2010a, 2010b), while the opposite (better asocial learners rely more on 552 social learning) could also be plausible if both asocial and social learning reflect a 553 common basic cognitive ability (Mesoudi et al., 2016) . Indeed, a number of studies 554 have shown that asocial learning ability correlates with the use of social information 555 (Bouchard et al., 2007; Katsnelson et al., 2011; Mesoudi, 2011) . Although it was not 556 statistically significant, our result might also suggest that better asocial learners tend 557 to ignore social information (Result 3-5; Figure S8a ). Importantly, in our task, the 558 asocial exploration tendencies were not correlated with the asocial learning 559 26 performance (first solitary task: r = -0.20, p = 0.17; second solitary task: r = -0.14, p = 560 0.35; Online Supporting Figure S7 ). Our results that the asocial learning performance 561 might have a negative effect on the use of social learning (but not exploration 562 tendency) may suggest the importance of drawing a distinction between information-563 gathering behaviour (e.g., exploration tendency) and learning performance.
564
Overall, our study supports that humans are very selective about when to use social 565 information. On the other hand, we should also acknowledge that our experimental 566 set-up did not allow considering any 'copy-from-whom' (Heyes, 2015; Laland, 2004;  567 Rendell et al., 2011) types of strategies, which might cause overlooking the potential 568 social information use. Comparing 'who' strategies with 'when' strategies in the same 569 framework will provide more comprehensive understanding on social learning for 570 both human and non-human animals. We also believe that the computational 571 learning model can be a strong tool for quantitative empirical investigations on animal 572 social learning strategies (Daw et al., 2006; McElreath et al., 2005 McElreath et al., , 2008 
